1960s TELEVISION!

Ben __ began with the words "Man, woman, birth, death, infinity"
The __ Reed Show was about the lives of the Stone family
Shirley Booth played __, a live-in maid, from 1961-66
Fred MacMurray starred in My __ Sons from 1960-1972
Adam West was __ from 1966-68
Jay North played this 'menace' from 1959-1963
Bob __ played Maynard G. Krebs and Gilligan
Hogan's __ was set in a WWII German POW camp
This well loved dog was owned by Jeff, Timmy and Ranger Corey Stuart
Dick Van Dyke and Mary Tyler Moore starred as Rob and Laura __
Richard Chamberlain played Dr. __ in 190 episodes
My Favorite __ starred Ray Walston and Bill Bixby
Peter Graves played IMF leader Jim Phelps on __ Impossible
Fred Gwynne played Herman __ for the series' two seasons
This TV Western launched Clint Eastwood's career
Dr. Richard Kimble tries to prove his innocence in The __
The Andy Griffith Show was set in this city
__ __ holds the record for the most spinoff shows and movies
Elizabeth Montgomery was Samantha Stephens on __
She played identical cousins in a show named after herself
__ Junction was set in Hooterville's Shady Rest Hotel
Bonanza's __ family included Ben, Adam, Hoss and Little Joe
Raymond Burr played this defense attorney
Hanna-Barbera produced this stone age cartoon from 1960-1966
In the early 1960s Robert Stack starred as Eliot Ness in The __